Saturday was a carbon-copy of Friday with
more timed qualifying runs and a second
helping of 12-lap sprint races, as the day
concluded with the second part and crowning
of the endurance champions. What seems to
have become the weapon of choice at many
vintage auto racing outings, three Sports 2000
machines took the top "Brian Redman" enduro
slots, Josh Lewis (Lola), Scott Krueger (Apache)
and Nate Scigliano (March), finishing first to
third, respectively. Terry Lippincott's Jaguar
circa 1963 finished top "cat," I mean "dog" in
the Bill Scott two-hour lengthy shootout.
Another evening of food, drink and
camaraderie followed with a wonderful
address revealing a taste of professional
motorcar racing by special guest Elford,
formally closing out Saturday's festivities.
With race day in hand, Sunday's official
menu of races took the checkered flag with
Dennis D'Angelo's 911 the big winner in the
Eifel feature race, and driving maestro, Peter
Krause, holding off a hard-charging Larry Rossi
for the Sports 2 win. A few more laps might
have been interesting as Rossi posted the fastest
lap of 1:16.316 to Krause's 1:17.326.
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PICK oftke LITER) Zappa Racing—A Family Affair
For any successful endeavor to
persevere, we need to enlist our youth
to carry its torch into the future.
Vintage auto racing is no exception, as
its own future can only be guaranteed
by the constant inclusion of its
seasoned population's sons, daughters
and friends. it makes good sense, and
heck, will undoubtedly help save the
most endangered species of them all,
the true family bond that's slowly
disappearing between generations in
our current society. I'm proud to say
our PotL's, Pittsburghers Mike Zappa
and his son Chris, are the antithesis of
this corrosive trend, and they continue
to demonstrate the positive impact of
a close family relationship.
Like a common story played out
thousands of times, Mike's interest in
SCCA racing in the early '70s was soon
replaced with the obligations of a career
and raising a family. A few decades
would pass before returning to Nelson
Ledges to introduce Chris to sports car
racing, and as it turned out, it also
rekindled Mike's love

for the sport. In 1992, Mike purchased a
Lotus 18 to run at the Pittsburgh Vintage
Grand Prix, setting the foundation.
Adopting the black and gold pigment
adorned by the Johnny Player Special,
the Zappa stable of cars grew to include
a Chevron, Lotus 31, Cortina, Lotus 23B
and more. Affected by the racing bug as
well, Chris obtained his competition
license at 18, and both began racing
together in 2001.
Today, Mike wheels an MGB, and
Chris mashes the pedal on his Tuscan
TVR and the father and son duo assist
Boffo Motors in maintaining their racers.
More importantly, as Mike chuckled,
"with Chris earning a good living in the
health insurance and financial
investment arenas, he also shares in
the expense."
Mike added, "let's not forget
encouragement from my better half,
Beth, and our daughter, Aynsley, and the
well-appreciated wrenching skills of my
childhood best friend, Regis and his son,
Jordan," all collectively forming Zappa
Racing-a true family affair.

